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Abstract
Indeterminate art, in which familiar objects are only suggestive, invokes a perceptual conundrum as apparently detailed and vivid images resist
identification. We hypothesized that compared with paintings that depict meaningful content, object recognition in indeterminate images would be
delayed, and tested whether aesthetic affect depends on meaningful content. Subjects performed object recognition and judgment of aesthetic affect
tasks. Response latencies were significantly longer for indeterminate images and subjects perceived recognizable objects in 24% of these paintings.
Although the aesthetic affect rating of all paintings was similar, judgement latencies for the indeterminate paintings were significantly longer.
A surprise memory test revealed that more representational than indeterminate paintings were remembered and that affective strength increased
the probability of subsequent recall. Our results suggest that perception and memory of art depend on semantic aspects, whereas, aesthetic affect
depends on formal visual features. The longer latencies associated with indeterminate paintings reflect the underlying cognitive processes that
mediate object resolution. Indeterminate art works therefore comprise a rich set of stimuli with which the neural correlates of visual perception
can be investigated.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Memory; Object recognition

1. Introduction
Visual indeterminacy occurs when subjects view apparently detailed and vivid images that resist object recognition.
Indeterminate art compositions (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
figures http://www.robertpepperell.com/Stimuli/Stimuli.html)
invoke an unusual state of awareness in which the formal aspects
of perception (color, form, motion) become dissociated from
the semantic aspects (association, meaning, memory). In contrast with our habitual mode of seeing, in which visual sensation
is accompanied by immediate recognition, the indeterminacy
effect presents viewers with a perceptual conundrum, namely
an apparently meaningful yet persistently meaningless scene,
which they struggle to resolve. Robert Pepperell’s paintings and
drawings are designed to induce a disrupted perceptual condition
in which what we see cannot be matched with what we know.
Instead of a recognizable depiction, the viewer is presented with
a ‘potential image’ [5], that is, a complex multiplicity of possi-
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ble images, none of which ever finally resolves. In contrast with
traditional abstract compositions, which do not depict natural
objects, but rather use purely visual forms of line, color and shape
to evoke emotional and aesthetic responses, Pepperell’s indeterminate paintings strongly imply natural forms, while at the
same time resisting easy or immediate identification. The indeterminacy effect is achieved by suggestively rendering forms,
such as bodies, buildings and mountains, from which visual
cues that might lead to clearly recognizable entities are omitted
[18]. Thus, consistent with Gamboni’s definition of indeterminate art, Robert Pepperell’s images are neither representational
(e.g., a realistic portrait) nor abstract (e.g., a late composition
by Mark Rothko). Instead, these images are partially representational, namely they are highly suggestive of forms but not
explicitly descriptive of them [5,7].
Object recognition is a highly developed visual skill in primates. Behavioral and electrophysiological studies in humans
and monkeys have suggested that object recognition is a rapid
process that can be achieved within a few hundred milliseconds
[4,26,30]. Moreover, it has been shown that identification of
objects within natural scenes is facilitated when the context is
meaningful [1,2]. The aim of this study was to investigate the
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Fig. 1. Examples of art paintings used in Experiment 1. (Left) Detail from The Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo. Only one subject rated this painting as very affective.
(Right) Succulus by Robert Pepperell. This indeterminate image was rated by 20% of the subjects as containing familiar objects and by 18% of the subjects as a very
affective painting.

extent to which viewers perceive recognizable objects in indeterminate art works. We hypothesized that subjects would rapidly
recognize familiar objects depicted in representational paintings, but would be slower to detect the presence of recognizable
objects in indeterminate paintings. The second aim of the study
was to test to what extent judgment of aesthetic affect depends
on the recognition of familiar content in paintings. Finally, we
tested the extent to which incidental memory of art compositions
is influenced by their content or aesthetic affect.
Our results suggest that although the aesthetic impression of
all paintings is independent of their content, indeterminate art
is perceived and remembered differently than representational
paintings.

instructed to quickly respond, while the painting was still on the screen, indicating whether the image contained any familiar objects by pressing one of
two buttons (1 = yes; 2 = no). The painting then disappeared and subjects had to
answer the question “how strongly did this painting affect you?” by pressing one
of four buttons (1 = not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = a fair amount; 4 = very). We chose
this scale because art appreciation is not necessarily associated with beauty and
can also have a negative affect [23]. Color and gray paintings from both sets
(VA and RP) were presented in random order.

2.2. Experiment 2: recognition memory
Fourteen subjects (7 females) returned 8 days after participating in Experiment 1 for a surprise memory test. The original 120 paintings from Experiment
1 were randomly mixed with 120 new paintings (60 VA and 60 RP). Each painting was presented for 3 s and subjects pressed one of two buttons to answer the
question “have you seen this painting before?” (1 = yes; 2 = no).

2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Experiment 1: object recognition and judgment of aesthetic
affect
2.1.1. Subjects
Twenty-six right-handed subjects (13 females, mean age 29 years) with normal vision participated in the study. The subjects, students from the Neuroscience
Center at the University of Zurich, had no formal art education and reported visiting art museums once a year or less. All subjects signed an informed consent
form and received payment for participating in the experiment. After participating in Experiment 1, all subjects filled detailed questionnaires and none of them
reported recognizing any of the paintings presented during the experiment.
2.1.2. Stimuli
Sixty representational paintings by various artists (VA) and 60 indeterminate
paintings by Robert Pepperell (RP) were used. The VA paintings were selected
based on their similarity in compositional structure, tonal range, and color palette
to the RP paintings, albeit with recognizable objects (Fig. 1). Additional examples are posted on: http://www.robertpepperell.com/Stimuli/Stimuli.html. Each
set included 30 color and 30 monochrome paintings, which subtended visual
angels of 9◦ horizontally and 9◦ vertically. The paintings were displayed on a
black background using Presentation (www.neurobs.com, version 9.13).
2.1.3. Tasks
Subjects performed an object recognition task followed by a judgment of
aesthetic affect task. Each painting was presented for 4 s and subjects were

2.2.1. Data analysis
The effect of artist (VA versus RP), image type (color versus gray) and memory performance (hits, correct rejections, misses and false alarms) were analyzed
using repeated measures ANOVAs. Where appropriate, Greenhouse–Geisser
corrections were used and the adjusted degree of freedom reported.

3. Results
3.1. Experiment 1: object recognition and aesthetic
judgment
To test the extent to which recognizable objects are perceived
in indeterminate paintings, subjects performed an object recognition task (Fig. 2). As expected, subjects recognized familiar
objects in virtually all-representational paintings by various
artists (VA). Surprisingly, they also reported seeing familiar
objects in 24% of the indeterminate paintings (RP). Subjects
were more likely to recognize objects in VA paintings than
in RP paintings (F(1,25) = 340, p < 0.001), a highly significant
difference that reflects the selection of the paintings used in
this experiment. Interestingly, subjects were more likely to recognize objects in color indeterminate paintings (26%) than in
gray indeterminate images (21%, F(1,25) = 14.2, p < 0.001). This
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Fig. 2. Object recognition task. Mean percent of paintings with recognized objects (left) and response latencies (right) as a function of artist (VA vs. RP) and color.
In this and subsequent graphs, error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.

Fig. 3. Judgment of aesthetic affect task. Percentage of affective ratings (left) and response latencies (right) as a function of artist and color.

effect was significant for both representational (mean difference = 2.4%; T(25) = 2.42, p < 0.023) and indeterminate (mean
difference = 5.6%; T(25) = 2.788, p < 0.010) paintings. In terms
of response latencies, there was no apparent effect of color or
an interaction between artist and color. Nevertheless, the time
taken to detect objects in RP paintings (2140 ms) was significantly longer than the time taken to detect objects in VA paintings
(1400 ms; F(1,21) = 108, p < 0.001). Finally, there was no significant effect of response type (“Yes, I recognize familiar objects”
versus “No, I don’t recognize any familiar objects”) on reaction
times for the RP paintings.
To compare the aesthetic affect judgment of determinate
and indeterminate paintings, subjects were asked to rate how
strongly each painting affected them (Fig. 3). Interestingly,
regardless of the artist (VA versus RP) or image type (color
versus gray), all subjects similarly rated the affect of all paintings and the differences between artists, color or their interaction
were not statistically significant. Despite this similarity in affect
ratings, we found differential response latencies: it took subjects longer to judge the aesthetic affect of RP (1526 ms) than
VA (1233 ms; F(1,17) = 11.9, p < 0.003) paintings.
To characterize the relationship between recognition and aesthetic judgment, we tested whether reaction time during the
object recognition task could predict the subsequent aesthetic
rating of a painting. As shown in Fig. 4, the response latencies
for RP paintings varied with their affective strength, such that
longer reaction times in the object recognition task were later
associated with stronger affect ratings (F(3,21) = 9.6, p < 0.001).
Interestingly, this effect was true for all RP paintings, both those
that were perceived as containing recognizable objects (“Yes”

responses) and the true indeterminate ones (“No” responses).
However, longer reaction times during the object recognition
task did not predict stronger affect ratings for the VA paintings.
3.2. Experiment 2: recognition memory
In Experiment 1, subjects performed a dual task, namely
object recognition followed by judgment of aesthetic affect,
however, they were not instructed to explicitly memorize the
paintings. To test whether memory recall of paintings depends
on meaningful content and aesthetic judgment, 14 of the 26
subjects returned for a surprise memory test 8 days after participating in Experiment 1. Subjects were presented with equal
numbers of old and new VA and RP paintings and were asked
to indicate whether they had seen each painting before (Fig. 5).
Subjects correctly remembered more VA paintings (hits = 59%,

Fig. 4. Recognition and affect. Reaction time during the object recognition task
as a function of the subsequent aesthetic affect rating.
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Fig. 5. Recognition memory task. Percent of responses (left) and reaction times (right) as a function of artist and color. Hits = correctly recognized old paintings;
correct rejections (CR) = correctly recognized new paintings; misses = incorrectly recognized old paintings; false alarms (FA) = incorrectly recognized new paintings.

correct rejections = 79%) than RP paintings (hits = 65%, Correct
Rejections = 62%) and the difference was statistically significant (F(1,13) = 12.4, p < 0.005). A significant interaction between
response type and artist was observed (F(1,13) = 21.3, p < 0.001).
Although there was no difference in the percentage of misses
between representational and indeterminate paintings, we found
an increase of 17% in the number of falsely recognized new RP
paintings as compared with VA paintings (p < 0.001). Analysis of d has also shown a main effect of artist (F(1,13) = 14.1,
p < 0.002): d ± S.E. for color and gray VA paintings were
1.17 ± 0.08 and 1.15 ± 0.09, respectively, and 0.63 ± 0.09 and
0.89 ± 0.13, for color and gray RP paintings, respectively.
Overall, reaction times to RP paintings (1568 ms) were faster
than reaction times to the VA paintings (1877 ms; F(1,13) = 16.8,
p < 0.001). We found a significant interaction between artist and
color (F(1,13) = 6.5, p < 0.024), with shorter response latencies
for color than gray RP paintings (p < 0.012). Moreover, hits
and correct rejections were faster than misses (F(2,25) = 4.87,
p < 0.017).
We then tested whether paintings that were rated as very
affective in Experiment 1 were also more likely to be correctly
remembered in Experiment 2. As shown in Fig. 6, the aesthetic
rating of a painting indeed influenced its subsequent recall. For
both VA and RP paintings, the stronger the affect rating of an
image was, the more likely this painting was to be remembered.

Fig. 6. Memory and affect. Influence of aesthetic affect rating during Experiment
1 on subsequent memory recall in Experiment 2.

This effect of strong aesthetic impression as a memory predictor
was highly significant (F(3,12) = 9.1, p < 0.002).
4. Discussion
The aim of this study was to compare visual perception and
memory of determinate, representational paintings with perception and memory of indeterminate art compositions. Although
the indeterminate paintings are only suggestive of familiar content, subjects perceived recognizable objects in 24% of these
images. This result is perhaps not surprising, as the visual system imposes top-down interpretations on ambiguous bottom-up
retinal input. In primates, the process of parsing the world into
meaningful objects is mediated by activation in the ventral
occipitotemporal cortex, the so called “what” pathway, which
is dedicated for object recognition [9,32]. Recent functional
brain imaging studies in humans have shown that object and
face perception elicit activation in a distributed cortical network that encompasses a wide expanse of the visual ventral
stream [10–12,20]. Our finding that viewers perceive recognizable objects in indeterminate paintings, in which such objects are
only suggestive, is consistent with reports about the perception
of ambiguous figures [16,19], illusory contours [17,28], binocular rivalry [31], and visual mental imagery [13], which showed
activation in object-responsive regions in extrastriate cortex.
Subjects were significantly faster to perceive recognizable
objects in representational paintings than in indeterminate paintings. Previous studies have shown that object recognition is
a rapid process. For example, it takes humans and monkeys
a few hundred milliseconds to detect an animal in a natural
scene [4,26,30]. In our current study, the representational paintings were cluttered scenes that included landscapes, still life,
and religious images. As subjects were not instructed to detect
a specific target and were not cued as to the location of the
target, the general instruction (“do you recognize any familiar
objects”) resulted in longer reaction times. It is of great interest that subjects were significantly slower to decide whether
they saw any familiar objects in the indeterminate paintings,
and that there was no difference between the “Yes” and “No”
responses. This increase in response latencies suggests that subjects tried to resolve the indeterminacy, or likely performed a
visual search by trying to match the ambiguous visual input with
representations of familiar objects stored in memory. A recent
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electrophysiological study has shown an increase in neuronal
activity in V4 when monkeys learned to identify degraded
visual images, suggesting that resolving indeterminate pictures
is mediated by an increased amount of information communicated by neurons in this region [22]. It has been suggested that
figure-ground segmentation of visual scenes depends on perceptual grouping of image elements that belong to the same object
[24]. Our findings indicate that this seemingly effortless process
occurs not only with familiar objects, but also with indeterminate stimuli that do not contain “real” objects. It therefore seems
that the primate brain is a compulsory object viewer, namely
automatically segments indeterminate visual input into coherent
images.
After making the object recognition decision, subjects had a
couple of seconds to view each painting before rating its aesthetic affect. As some art works can be strongly, yet negatively
affective, we did not ask the subjects to report whether the affect
was positive or negative, but to rate its strength. Their responses
revealed a universal judgment of aesthetic affect. Regardless of
the nature of the paintings or their color, all subjects similarly
rated all paintings. A recent study in which subjects rated the
beauty of portraits, landscapes and abstract paintings has shown
similar findings, namely virtually identical proportions of paintings that were perceived as beautiful, neutral or ugly, regardless
of their type [15]. Consistent with previous findings [27], our
findings further suggest that aesthetic affect of paintings is not
only independent of semantic meaning, but also independent of
the presence or absence of any meaningful content. Nevertheless, we found longer response latencies during the rating of the
indeterminate paintings, suggesting that aesthetic judgment is
facilitated when the content of an image is comprehensible. We
also found an interaction between the response latency during
the object recognition task and the later aesthetic rating. Thus,
the longer it took to decide whether an indeterminate painting
contained familiar objects, the more likely this painting was to
be subsequently rated as very affective.
The surprise memory test revealed that although subjects
were not explicitly instructed to memorize the paintings while
performing the object recognition and aesthetic rating tasks, and
despite the long time interval (8 days) between encoding and
retrieval, they were able to correctly recall a reasonable number
of the previously seen paintings. We found that subjects better remembered the representational paintings, as reflected by
their mean correct responses to old and new VA images. The
lower memory recall for the indeterminate paintings could be
due to their lack of meaningful content. An alternative, but not
exclusive explanation is that it was difficult to remember the RP
paintings because they had no prior associations to representations stored in memory. Consistently, we have recently shown
that in a recognition memory task of art paintings that included
portraits, landscapes and abstract compositions, subjects correctly remembered 89% of the old portraits but only 59% of the
old abstract paintings [35].
Interestingly, we found significant increase in false alarms for
indeterminate compared to determinate paintings. These results
indicate that subjects mistook significantly more new indeterminate paintings as old ones, presumably due to their high degree of
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visual similarity, or because they recognized RP’s unique style.
This interpretation is also supported by the shorter latencies
to the indeterminate images. Moreover, our previous study has
shown that subjects falsely recognized new paintings as old ones
when these new paintings were visually similar to old prototypes
the subjects previously memorized [35].
We found that subjects correctly remembered more paintings
they had previously rated as very affective. Previous studies have
shown that incidental memory performance for arousing pictures was better during both immediate and delayed recall [3].
Moreover, recent fMRI studies have shown that emotional stimuli evoke stronger activation than neutral stimuli in visual and
limbic areas [14,33], and that memory for pleasant and aversive
stimuli is mediated by enhanced activation in the amygdala [8].
It is of interest that when the color paintings were compared
with the monochrome ones, some differences were observed.
Subjects recognized familiar objects in more color than gray
paintings, suggesting that color provides important surface cues
for object identification. Moreover, subjects responded faster
to indeterminate color paintings during the memory recall test.
These findings are consistent with previous behavioral studies
in which object recognition, naming, and memory retrieval were
facilitated when color pictures were compared with black and
white line drawings or grayscale pictures [6,21,25,34]. Taken
together, these observations suggest that high-level vision is
influenced not only by shape (form), but also by surface (texture,
color) information [29]. Although 10 of the 26 subjects reported
in their post-experiment briefing that color paintings were more
affective than gray paintings, and only two subjects reported
that gray paintings were more affective than color paintings,
the mean aesthetic affect ratings of color paintings did not differ
from those of monochrome paintings. It therefore seems that the
rapid aesthetic impression subjects had to form in the experiment
was influenced more by the formal aspects of the paintings.
In sum, our study shows that Robert Pepperell’s indeterminate images, in which recognizable objects are only suggested,
comprise a special class of art paintings that can be used to
further elucidate the neural correlates of visual perception.
Although the aesthetic affect of all painting was virtually identical, the indeterminate images were perceived and remembered
differently from representational paintings that depict meaningful content. Recognition of familiar objects and subsequent
memory of art compositions are affected by their content,
whereas, aesthetic judgment of paintings is independent of their
meaning and is influenced by their formal visual features.
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